
English 12A          Summer Assignment 
Mr. Steltz  
 
Note: Most summer work leans toward an assigned or selected book plus a written requirement 
related to that reading. From time to time these readings have been well-received, sometimes 
feelings for it have been mixed, and sometimes – most incredibly – it’s gone undone!  My plan 
for the coming year, once again, opens with an assignment that will be challenging, but brief.  I 
can’t say that the reading itself will be easy, but it will be much shorter. The writing assignment, 
like the reading, is intended to push your thinking while also preparing you for a compositional 
style that we will continue to pursue through the year.  
 
Readings  
 
1)  In order to ready us for a rollicking trip through time and human perception – which probably 
will follow some of your travels in Modern World History – we’re going to start with reading a 
section from Alexander Pope’s “An Essay on Man.” The “essay,” a lengthy poem written in the 
early 1720s, might be viewed as the culmination of a life of thought and writing. It echoes the 
moral and philosophical ideas of an era. However, not everyone likes Pope’s writing: it’s formal, 
it’s intellectual, it can be ironic, and there’s not much obvious evidence of emotion. For a long 
time Pope’s work went out of fashion, although eventually it again became a focus of study and 
interest. The poem is divided into large sections that Pope calls “epistles.” For our purposes, I’m 
mostly interested in a couple of Pope’s outlooks, specifically with his conclusions in Epistle I. 
Here is a link to Epistle I from “An Essay on Man”:  
 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44899/an-essay-on-man-epistle-i  
 
Read slowly and repeatedly, for the manner of expression will be unfamiliar, the content will be 
complex, and some of the outlooks might feel alien or even absurd.  Be patient with it and with 
yourself. The only path toward understanding complex material is to read complex material.  
You might want to print out a copy of the poem and take notes on it. 
 
2)  One difficult aspect of Pope’s writing may be its religious focus and the way that Pope dwells 
on the relationship between creation (the universe, Earth, human beings) and God.  Although 
he’s writing in an era at the opening of “The Age of Reason” (or “The Enlightenment”), people 
of his era were unaware of our common scientific understandings, whether geological, historical, 
or genetic.  The Bible therefore served as basis for much human thought and understanding.  It 
was not the only source, but it was of primary significance, informing people of life and its 
origins and its meaning.  To feel somewhat more familiar with Pope’s and his era’s perspective 
on the world, I would like you to read the opening sections of Genesis (the first book of the 
Bible), chapters 1 – 9, which will figure not only in our reading of Pope, but other literature to 
follow.  Below is a link for the famous King James translation, which many people credit as a 
tremendous influence in the development of Western culture. 
 
https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org 
 
 



Writing  
 
Topic: Pope ends Epistle I with the statement “Whatever is, is right.” Well, is it? Why are things 
the way they are, and are they right simply because that’s the way they are, and what does it 
mean for something to be “right” in the first place? 
 
Considerations:  
 

• This essay will be a “response essay.” I’m asking that you take a stance for or against 
Pope’s vision, and then support that stance with your own analysis, your own examples. 
This analysis and discussion should come from your understanding of the world, but in 
response to Pope’s.  

• Begin with a clarification in your introduction about Pope’s position, explaining why he 
believes that “Whatever is, is right.”  In subsequent paragraphs, you may want to use a 
couple other examples from the poem, but draw more from your own mind, which means 
that your personal reasoning – supporting or opposing Pope – is of greatest importance.  

• Pope’s writing is very reasonable, whether or not one agrees with the tenets of that 
reasoning. He builds a logical argument. You should do the same in your response.  

• At least one paragraph of your response must employ an example from present times, 
using facts and perceptions of a current event or circumstance to help illustrate and 
further your analysis. Be sure to include mention of your source (newspaper, magazine, 
online news, documentary).  

 
Length:   2 pages typed, double-spaced, Times New Roman 12 pt. font (approx. 500 words)  
Due:     Friday, September 11 

    
 


